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HE current debt problems facing many farmers
can be attributed, in large measure, to the factors that

produced the spectacular rise in farmland prices dur-
ing the 1970s and their precipitous decline since 1981.
After increasing at a 5.6 percent average annual rate

between 1951 and 1971, the growth in the price of U.S.
farmland accelerated dramatically: farmland prices
rose at a 14.0 percent average annual i-ate from 1972 to
1981. Because land pr-ices wer-e rising faster than the
rate of inflation at that time, the collateral base against
which fanner-s could borrow increased significantly.

Moreover, the availability of subsidized credit for farm-
land purchases and certain tax advantages enhanced
farmland owner-ship as an investment. Finally, re-
peated warnings about impending world food short-
ages suggested that returns to farmland in production
would rise, further increasing the demand for it.’

Recently, however, the prce of farmland has been
falling. Since its 1981 peak, the price of farmland in the

United States has declined at a 5.1 per-cent aver-age
annual r-ate, bringing farmland prices near their 1979
values. Of cour-se, as land prices have fallen, the value
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‘For example, as late as 1981, just two yearsprior to when the P1K
program was implemented to reduce large and growing surplus
grain stocks, the title of USDA’s Yearbook of Agriculture was Will
There Be Enough Food?

of farm equity has declined, and the ability of farmers
to secure additional credit has been diminished.

Many studies of the general movement in farmland
prices have been conducted in the past.2 Most of these
studies, however, predate the recent-per-iod decline in
land prices. The purpose of this article is to examine
the theoretical determinants offarmland values and to
determine whether they can account for the rise and
decline of farmland pr-ices in recent years.
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The data plotted in chart 1 show the behavior of
farmland prices in the postwar period! ‘the fir-st point
to note is that the price of farmland gener-ally has
increased at a rate higher than the rate of inflation, as

measured by the GNP deflator. Mor-eover, the variahil-

‘Explanations for rising land prices include the accumulated savings
from farm income and accumulated real estate debt, variations in
farm income, increases in the general price level and increases in
the provisions of commodity pricesupport programs. See Shalit and
Schmitz (1982), Herdt and Cochrane (1966) and Castle and Hoch
(1982). Other studies of farmland prices include Tweeten and Martin
(1966), Phipps (1984) and Reinsel and Reinsel (1979), A recent
paper that provides a descriptive overview of the initial year of the
recent land price decline is by Scott (1983). Doll, Widdows and
Velde (1983) have surveyed the theoretical and empirical literature
on land prices.

‘The index is based on an averageof farmland prices, per acre, in the
48 contiguous states. Until 1975, the prices were thoseexisting on
March 1. From 1976—Si, February 1 prices were used. April 1 is the
basis for 1982—84 prices. See Economic Report of the President
(1985), p. 341.
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Chart 1
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Farmland Prices and Inflation

are cc:ic.Lated

ity in farmland price growth appear-s to be consider’-
ably greater than the vai-iability of increases in the
gener-al price leveL’ Although the gi-owth of land pr-ices
and the rate of inflation obviously ar-e correlated, the

chart suggests that land prices may he affected by
additional factors. Chart 1, however, merely summa-
rizes what has occurred to land prices and does not
tell us what has pt’oduced this result. For infer’ences

concer’ning what these causal factor-s might he, we
turn to a simple model of land prices.

‘The standard deviations of the growth rate of land prices and the
rate of inflation are, respectively, 6.5 and 2.6. Average values forthe
annual growth rate of land prices and the rate of inflation over the
1948—85 (through1984 for inflation) sample are 6.0 and 4.1 percent,
respectively.
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Although the supply of land for- use in farming has
some price elasticity and will change in r’esponse to
factors that affect its returns in other- uses, it is conve-
nient for- our pur-poses to examine pr-irnarilv those
factors that change the demand for’ far~mland.2Ther-e-
fore, we assume that the total amount of land available
tor farming is constant. Because we have ruled out

changes in the supply of land, changes in the price of

‘Stigler (1966) notes the common fallacy, which argues that the
supply of land is perfectly inelastic. Whilethis is not even strictly true
for the total supply of land, the important consideration is how easily
land can be shifted from other uses to agricultural production. In this
sense, the supply of land certainty is not perfectly inelastic.
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farmland must arise from changes in the demand for
farmland. The section that follows explains the factors
that, theoretically, should influence the demand for
farmland -

Farmland as a Capital Asset

The price of land always will be determined by two

factors: the net retur-n to land employed in its ‘best”
alternative use and the interest rate or- t-ates that are
used to discount these net r-eturns to the present. For
purposes of illustr-ation, consider- an acre of land best

suited to corn production that will yield 100 bushels at
a pnce of $3 per- bushel; total receipts, then, are $300. If
variable costs in pr-oducing corn each year — the costs

of fertilizer, seed, the use of equipment and labor
were $200. the residual return to the land would be
$100 each year. In the absence of expected inflation,
increased productivity and special knowledge about
future economic shocks, $100 would be the net return
expected in all future years as well.

This net expected annual return to the owner of an
acre of farmland used to produce corn will be evalu-
ated against the stream of returns accruing to other
investments. That is, the farmer will ask himself what
amount, if invested elsewhere at the current interest
rate, would yield an annual return of $100. A rational
farmer—investor, ceteris paribus, will not pay more for

the acre of farmland than the amount of this alterna-
tive investment.

This acre of land will sell for its capitalized value,
that is, the present discounted value of all future
earnings from the land. This relationship can be ex-

pressed as:

III land price = net returns + interest rate.’

If the interest rate is currently 5 percent, the value of
the land would be $2,000 l$100 ± 0.051; this is the
maximum price that an investor would pay for the
land. Ifthe land price were higher, for example, $2,500,
it would be irrational and unprofitable to purchase the
land; investing the $2,500 in bonds or- stocks yielding S
percent would earn more ($1251 than the $100 return
to land employed in farming.

It is clear from equation I that, for a given interest
r-ate, the price of farmland will change whenever- there
are changes in the expected real net returns to farm-

ing. Expected net r-etui-ns will change if the expected

°This representation of an asset’s capital value can be found in
virtually all economics texts. Implicit assumptions are an infinite
planning horizon anda constant real interest rate.

receipts from selling corn or- the expected variable cost
of producing corn are altered.

In assessing changes in r-eal returns, we are inter-

ested in changes in receipts or costs apart from those
changes in nominal values associated with the general
trend in inflation. Expected real receipts would rise,
for example, if yields per acre were increased and the
demand for- corn were i-elatively elastic in the relevant
r-ange, or- if government pr-ice supports were r-aised.

‘[he expected real cost of producing cot-n is affected by
changes in the relative prices of fuel, fertilizer, crop
insurance, water and a var-ietv of other factors em-
ployed as inputs in the pr-oduction process. In either
case, for a given rate of interest, changes in expected
real receipts or- costs will produce changes in the
expected net returns to investment in farmland rela-
tive to the returns available on other investments.
When this occurs, land pr ces will change to bring the
rate of return for farmland back into line with other
alternative rates.

Changes in government farm programs have af-
fected land prices by raising the expected net income
associated with farming. Direct income transfers
based on target prices have increased the expected
income from ct-op production by allowing farmers to
sell eligible crops at the market pr-ice and then receive
a direct payment equal to the quantity of a ct-op sold

multiplied by the difference between the market price
and target price. Loan r-ates, which establish a price
floor for crops, also increase expected income by elim-
inating the risk associated with market prices falling

below the support level! Because these program
benefits increase the expected income from farming,
they are capitalized into land values.

LA.M) PRICE DETERM.P’LATION: SO NIL
STATISTICAL E:’VIOEPICE

lAo Moth!! and FIata

The relative impacts on land prices from the eco-
nomic relationships discussed above can be assessed
in a simple statistical model. Based on the pr-evious

discussion, the annual per-centage change in the pr-ice
of far-mland can be estimated as:

l21 %ALP, = a + li,, ,EI%,~P,l+ IS ,,EI%,SNB,l

+ ~,%I~r+ e,,’

‘This result has been demonstrated by Harris (1977), Boehlje and
Griffin (1979), Gardner (1981), Pasour (1980) and Belongia (1983).
8Percentage changes (%A) are calculated as first differences of
logarithms, multiplied by 100.
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Table 1

Assessing the Contribution of
Alternative Factors to the Growth
of Land Prices

‘‘~2LP 2981 - 1396 El~r~Pl 0196- Efl,~NIRr

218- 454: 263;

0001 %\r
1015)

~ 0.49 SEA 348 OW 180

NOTE t-statrstics -n parentheses

I r1uation 2 ~t~ttI’s that thu- -ate of change in farmland
pi-ices I%~I.I’ ~‘siIl be deter-ruined by the expected

future rate of inflation [,,EI%~P,1J,expected growth in
real net returns from far-ming [,,El%~NR,lI,which in-
cludes cash receipts and government payments mi-
nus variable costs, and the percentage change in the
real r-ate of return on an alter-native investment l%Ar-I.
Note that, in contrast to many previous empirical
studies, this equation is based on cx ante expectations
rather than actual e,x post data. Although using esti-
mated proxies for unobserved expectations variables
introduces the problem of measurement error, cx post
data values have little to do with the cx ante decision
to buy or sell farmland.

Expectations for future inflation and real returns are
assumed to be three-year moving aver-ages of past
actual values. Exact variable definitions and data
sources appear in the appendix to this article. Based
on the earlier discussion of how land prices are deter-
mined, expected inflation and the expected growth in
real net returns to farm production should be posi-
tively related to land values. The expected sign on the

percentage change in the real opportunity cost of
capital, %Ar-, is negative.”

i.h .IIE!50115

The results of estimating equation 2 using annual
data fr-orn 1955 through the 1981 peak in land prices

‘Changes in expected inflation are linked, in theory, to transitory
changes in the real rate of interest. This possibility introduces the
potential for a collineanity problem in the estimating equation if
E~~P,)and %Ararecorrelated. Their simple correlation coefficient
(0.06), however, is not significantly different from zero.

at-c shown in table 1. ‘f’he model explains 49 percent of
the variation in the gr-owth of land p1-ices.

The r-esults show, as expected, that increases in the
growth of expected real net retut-ns and an increase in
expected future inflation tend to increase the rate at
which far-mland prices increase. The sizes of these

estimated coefficients and actual changes in expected
inflation and returns offer more insight. While a 1
per-centage-point increase in expected inflation has
an effect on the rate of land pr-ice appr-eciation about

seven times larger than a similar mci-ease in expected
receipts, expected receipts exhibit consider-ably larger
changes over time than expected inflation. For- exam-
ple, expected inflation ranged between 1.4 and 8.1
percent over the 27-year sample, whereas expected
growth in real net returns was as high as 24 percent in
1974 and as low as —25 percent in 1977. Consider-ed
together, these coefficients and the raw data suggest
that expected inflation is a determinant of the long-
run trend gr-owth of nominal land pt-ices and expected
net retur-ns, which are subject to considerable year-to-
year- variability, are a significant factor in producing
short-run variations in the growth of land prices.

It also is interesting to note that the coefficient on
expected inflation is not significantly different from
one, implying that expected inflation was completely
reflected in land prices. From an economic viewpoint,

this result indicates that farmland was a perfect hedge
against inflation over the estimation period. Finally,
the growth in land prices is not significantly related to
the regression’s other variable, the real n-ate of interest.

Examining the in-sample fit of the model can be
used as a guide to the model’s likely usefulness in
detet-mining its ability to predict the future behavior of
land prices. For example, if the model’s errors are
randomly distributed through time and are neither
one-sided nor of larger absolute value in recent peri-
ods, one might infer that it represents a reasonably
accurate description of the process through which
changes in land prices are determined. Conversely, if
recent errors are significantly larger or one-sided, this
information may imply that the model is misspecified.
As chart 2 indicates, the in-sample et-rors of equation 2

over the 1955—81 period appear to be randomly dis-
ttibuted, despite the volatile behavior of land prices.
Two of the residuals are more than twice the size of
the regression’s standard error (6.961.

(1.ul—oI—Saninie A~nnn.Ia.t~o<n•t!r.rorl;

The results in table I explain the behavior of land
prices through their 1981 peak. In view of the variety of
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Chort 2

Residuals from Equation 2

1955 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 1981

explanations that have been offered for’ the sharp drop
in land prices, it is interesting to investigate whether

the model will reveal any one variable as a dominant
factor’ in the recent land price decline.

This experiment is conducted by using the esti-
mated coefficients in table I and actual values for’ the
variables in equation 2 to pr-oject values for- the pet--

centage change in farmland prices for- 1982—85. These
projections and the out-of-sample errors al-c repor-ted
in table 2.

The table clearly shows that the variables in equa-
tion 2 do a poor job of explaining the sharp decline in
far-mland prices since 1981. While the model projects
slower growth for land prices, it does not explain the
actual reductions in the levels of land prices that have
occurr-ed in each of the last four-years.

A number of possible explanations fot- this poot
simulation per-for-mance can be offered. Equation 2

could he misspecified in a variety of ways, including
the omission of var’iables impor-tant to the land pr-ice
decline. A more likely explanation is that the variables
included are subject to considet-able measur-ement
error-. Since they ar-c intended to reflect expectations
they are not observable directly and may not follow

the assumed moving aver-age process. Mor-eover, ex-
pectations may be asymmetric: that is, expectations
may be based on a long history of past data while
inflation arid government payments are rising, but
take on a short history when these variables are de-
clining. This effect may be particularly true since 1981,
when proposals to cut gover-nment’s support of agri-
cultur-e significantly began to emer’ge. The evidence
presented in the bottom half of table 2 lends some
support to this conjecture by indicating that only
expected returns from farming have moved in a direc-
tion and changed by a magnitude consistent with the
land pt-ice decline, while expected inflation has ad-

Percent Percent
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Table 2

Simulation Results and Actual Data
Values, 1982—85

Out-of-Sample Simulations

Year Actual Simulated Error

1982 063 1434 1497
1983 590 1005 1596
984 136 873 1009

1985 1316 832 2148

Actual Values of Explanatory Variables in Equation 2

year Er.XP~ Efl2NR~ - E~%M~

1982 877 502 5607
1983 795 2030 4664
1984 626 1543 153-1
1985 443 443 /52

iusted -,lonl~ ri lr)\u9 arlii;il intlatu,n. I bus, ~~hile (Ire
drop in expected real returns is consistent with the
land price decline, it is largely olThet by movements in
the other variables that are smaller ot in the wrong
direction.

SI 1j1551/%II%:

The price of farmland gener-ally has followed the
rollercoaster of expectations about future inflation

and income from farming. The influences of these
expectations were assessed in conjunction with other
factors that affect the demand for- farmland as an input
to farni production. A simple model of land pr-ices was
constructed based on variables that were expected to
influence the net returns to land used in farming and
the returns and costs of holding land as an investment
r-elative to the returns on other investments. The
r’esults of estimating a statistical model der-ived from
these ar-gutnents showed that expected inflation and
expected growth in r’eal net r-etur’ns to far-m produc-
tion were significant factor-s in detet-mining the rate of

mci-ease in land values during the 1970s. Even with the
rxrcerrt sharp reductions in expected retur-ns, however-,
the model does not explain the r-apid decline in far’m-
land values since 1981. A likely reason for this failure,
when contrasted with the model’s in-sample perfor-
mance, is error’ in the measurement of expectations
concer-ning the future paths of inflation, retur-ns and
the real interest r-ate.
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Data Sources and

Variable Descriptions

Land prices wer-e measur’ed by an index of far-mland
values for the 48 states reported in the Economic
Report of the President 119851, p. 341. inflationary
expectations wet-c r-epr-esented by a three-year’ moving
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average of past actual inflation as measur’ed by growth
in the GNP deflator. Expected real net r-eturns from

far’ming were assumed to be a three-year moving
average of past growth in actual returns; this
assumption was based on the notion that, since
r-andom shocks to production are the largest source of
price change but cannot be pr’edicted in advance,
expected returns follow a random walk ar-ound some
trend. Net retur-ns were defined to be receipts from
farm mat-ketings plus gover-nment payments minus

variable costs and wet-c obtained from the Economic
Report of the President, p. 338. Heal returns are net
returns deflated by the GNP deflator. The cx ante real
rate of interest was measured as the nominal interest
rate on one-year Treasury securities in the fourth

quarter of year t—1 minus the one-year-ahead
expectation of inflation as measured by the December-,
year t—1, Livingston survey; see Holland 119841 for

krrther details. The data used to estimate equation 2
are annual series from 1955—81.
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